Trypanosoma cruzi: subtractive hybridization as a molecular strategy to generate new targets to distinguish groups and hybrids.
RAPD analysis and sequences of the mini-exon and ribosomal genes show that Trypanosoma cruzi can be clustered into two phylogenetic groups-T. cruzi I and II. Herein, the Representational Difference Analysis (RDA) method was used, providing new targets specific for each group. After three rounds of RDA hybridizing F strain (tester) with Y strain (driver) and vice-versa, an F-specific (F#30) and Y-specific (Y#22) clone were obtained specifically recognizing isolates from Amazonas (T. cruzi I) and Piauí (T. cruzi II). These segments corresponded to an unspecified protein (F#30) and a trans-sialidase (Y#22). Analysis of the F#30 sequence in T. cruzi I, T. cruzi II and zymodeme 3 samples displayed negligible specific differences that distinguished each group. In addition this F#30 gene has great potential as a hybrid marker.